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 From the last few decades advancement in communication technology revitalized the 

world. Today peoples are uses teleconferencing, voice and video conferencing for 

communication purpose instead of traditional communication means. However, these 
advanced communication methods facing a common problem of acoustic echo noise 

that result in acoustic pollution thus damaging the environment. This echo noise is 

produce due to the large acoustic coupling between the microphone and loudspeaker. 
One of the better solutions of echo cancellation is correct parameterization of filter that 

has been used as echo- canceller. The objective of this research work is to reduce 

acoustic noise by selecting optimal parameters for Least-Mean Square- based 
environmental friendly echo-canceller. In search of optimality, a number of 

experiments have been done by varying parameters like filter length, step size and 

sampling time. The article uses three different input dataset models namely voice-
noise, voice-echo and voice-echo-noise under controlled simulation environment, their 

critical analysis and graphical comparison has been presented that will be helpful in 

selecting optimal echo-canceller. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Nowadays the acoustic echo problems related to different communication applications is increased. The 

presence of acoustic echo creates disturbance in communication systems and degrade the voice quality during 

the voice communication. The Acoustic Echo is a type of noise signal which is reflected signal or delayed form 

of simple original signal with minimized amplitude. This eventually creates the communication disturbance for 

many applications i.e. video-conferencing, tele-conferencing and etc. To overcome these acoustic echo 

problems, Echo Cancellation system must be used in communication applications. Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

[2] and [6] eliminates or minimize unwanted echo noise signal and improves the quality of audio 

communication systems. Figure 1 elaborates the echo generation during the conversation. 

 Most of the advance echo cancellation system uses adaptive filtering techniques.  Digital adaptive filter are 

also used for echo cancellation for maximum noise reduction in spite of environmental changes. In adaptive 

filtering two types of digital filter structures can be used [5]: Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) [9] – [11] and 

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) structures [12]-[15]. The performance of these echo cancellation system is 

totally depends upon the effectiveness of the adaptive filtering algorithm and its parameters. In the case of 

acoustic echo cancellation, the optimal output of the adaptive filter is equal in value to the unwanted echoed 

signal. When the adaptive filter output is equal to desired signal the error signal will become zero and echoed 

signal would be completely cancelled and the far user would not hear any echo noise during communication.  

 The adaptive filter self-adjusts its weights according to an optimization algorithm affected by an error 

signal. Adaptive filter algorithms try to find the optimal value for time-variant signals using feedback in the 

form of an error signal to refine its weights. Basic block diagram of adaptive Echo Canceller is presented in 

figure 2. In this paper a detail analysis is perform on LMS algorithm [1]  based adaptive filter, by varying its 

parameters for  different inputs such as voice, noise, echo and their combinations. 
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Fig. 1: Basic Model of Acoustic Direct Coupling & Reverberation. 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram of Adaptive Echo Canceller. 

 

 There are many adaptive algorithms that could be used in echo cancellation for adaptive filtering including 

wiener filter, steepest descent method, least mean square, normalized least mean square and recursive least 

squares [7] and [8]. However, a generic block diagram of any adaptive filtering is given as figure 3.  

 
 

Fig. 3: General Architecture of Adaptive Filtering. 

 

 In this diagram 𝑥 𝑛 is the input signal, 𝑑 𝑛 is the desired signal, 𝑦 𝑛 is the output of the filter and𝑒 𝑛 is 

the error signal which is the difference of the𝑑 𝑛 &𝑦 𝑛  i.e. 

𝑒 𝑛 = 𝑑 𝑛 − 𝑦(𝑛)                  (1) 

The input signal 𝑥 𝑛 = {𝑥 𝑛 , … …… … , 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑙)} produces output signal as: 

𝑦 𝑛 = 𝑥 𝑛 ∗ 𝑤(𝑛)                  (2) 

Where, 𝑤 𝑛 = {𝑤0 𝑛 , …… …… , 𝑤𝑙(𝑛)} are filter co- efficient or weights.  

Wiener stated the following condition for finding the optimal weights of the filter: 

∇= 0                    (3) 

i.e. the gradient of estimated square error equal to zero. The optimal weight will be: 
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𝑤𝑜(𝑛) = 𝑝𝑅−1                   (4) 

 Here, 𝑝 and 𝑅 are the cross and auto co-relation matrices, their values are; 

𝑅 =  
𝑟(0) ⋯ 𝑟(𝑚 − 1)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑟(𝑚 − 1) ⋯ 𝑟(0)

                  (5) 

And, 

𝑝 = [𝑝(0) ⋯ 𝑝(1 − 𝑚)]ℎ                  (6) 

 

 The challenge of attaining the values of auto correlation and cross correlation can be subsided by steepest 

descent method. This algorithm is based on the local iterative descent method, which starts from an initial guess 

of filter weight 𝑤(0)  and generates a sequence of weight vector 𝑤 1 , 𝑤 2 , …… … .. by iterating the algorithm 

and reduce the function 𝐽(𝑤), as; 

𝐽(𝑤(𝑛 + 1)) < 𝐽(𝑤(𝑛))                  (7) 

Where 𝑤 𝑛 the previous value of the weight vector and 𝑤(𝑛 + 1) is its updated value. 

The steepest decent algorithm is described as, 

𝑤 𝑛 + 1 = 𝑤 𝑛 −
1

2
𝜇𝑔(𝑛)                 (8) 

 Where 𝑛denotes the iteration, 𝜇is called as the step-size parameter. 

 So, the wiener solution for filter weight by use of steepest descent method produces: 

𝑤 𝑛 + 1 = 𝑤 𝑛 + 𝜇[𝑝 − 𝑅𝑤(𝑛)]                (9) 

 

 In (9), the adjustment𝛿𝑤 𝑛 applied to the tap- weight vector at time𝑛 + 1 is equal to𝜇 𝑝 − 𝑅𝑤 𝑛  . 
 

Least-Mean-Square: 

 Wiener and steepest descent can give optimal solution if (i) the exact measurements of the gradient 

vector∇𝐽at each iteration𝑛is known and (ii) the exact suitable value of the step-size parameter𝜇 is known. 

However, practically exact measurements of the gradient vector are not possible, since it would require prior 

knowledge of both the correlation matrix𝑅and cross-correlation vector𝑝.  

 Least mean square Algorithm provides an effective method to compute the optimal solution in terms of 

least mean square. The LMS algorithm uses an iterative search for the Wiener solution on a quadratic surface 

with a simplified gradient. It uses instantaneous error 𝑒2(𝑛) instead of estimated error 𝐸[𝑒2 𝑛 ] as the cost 

function. Now, the coefficient or weight 𝑤(𝑛) updating equation for LMS algorithm can be defined as:   

𝑤  𝑛 + 1 = 𝑤  𝑛 + 𝜇𝑒∗ 𝑛 𝑥(𝑛)               (10) 

 For adaptation of the weight vector𝑤(𝑛 + 1), LMS algorithm requires knowledge of most recent weight 

vector 𝑤(𝑛), input vector 𝑥(𝑛) and instantaneous error signal 𝑒(𝑛). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 For the simulation purpose the three different input models are developed which is used as a input to 

adaptive acoustic Echo Canceller system. The three input simulation models are voice and noise, Voice and 

echo, voice-noise and echo which are illustrated in figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Model for Voice & Noise. 

 

 For generation of figure 5 model uniform white noise is added to the original voice signal, Echo signal in 

figure 6 model is generated by using delay element and then adds it with voice signal and in last model, echo 

signal and uniform white noise is added with original voice signal.  
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Fig. 6: Model for Voice & Echo. 

 
 

Fig. 7: Model for Voice, Noise & Echo. 

 

2.1 Applying LMS Algorithm to AEC System: 

 The block diagram of the LMS algorithm based AEC Control System is presented in Figure 8. It basically 

comprises of two processes, filtering process and adaptive process. For the simulation and detail analysis three 

different sets of input are applied. In first stage input signal goes to digital filter to produce its output𝑦(𝑛), this 

output signal combined with desired output 𝑑(𝑛) and generates an error signal, this is called process of filtering. 

The input signal 𝑥(𝑛) and the error signal 𝑒(𝑛) are then fed to the least mean square algorithm block for 

updating of weight coefficients of digital filter, this is called adaptation process. 

 
Fig. 8: LMS Based AEC System. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 For thorough investigation of LMS algorithm in acoustic echo cancellation application the important 

parameters of LMS algorithm i.e filter length, step size [3] and sampling time are varied and analyzed for 

different set of input signal which are original voice signal, Voice with echo signal, Voice with Noise signal and 

Voice with noise-echo signal. For the simulation purpose uniform white noise with amplitude of 2 is used as a 

noise signal. These all input signals applied to LMS based AEC system are shown in figures 9, 10, 11 & 12 

respectively.   

 

3.1 Varying the Parameters of LMS for AEC Application: 

 All three input models voice - noise, voice - echo and voice-echo-noise input signals are applied on LMS 

based AEC system one by one. Each input model is analyzed by varying three parameters that are filter length, 
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step size and the sampling time for achieving the most optimal outcome. Table 1 shows the set of values 

selected for each parameter of the models. 

 
 

Fig. 9: Quantized Voice Signal. 

 
 

Fig. 10: Uniform White Noise Signal. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11:  Added Quantized Voice, Uniform White Noise & Echo Signal. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: Echoed Signal. 

 
Table 1: LMS parameters value set. 

LMS Parameters Voice & Noise Voice & Echo Voice, Noise and Echo 

Filter Length 16 

32 

32 

64 

16 

32 

Step Size 0.01 
0.015 

0.016 

0.045 
0.050 

0.055 

0.020 
0.025 

0.030 

Sampling Times 8 KHz 8 KHz 8 KHz 
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8.8KHz 

10 KHz 

8.8KHz 

10 KHz 

8.8KHz 

10 KHz 

3.2 Varying the parameters of Voice -Noise input model: 

 For experiment purpose first Voice-Noise input model is applied on LMS based AEC system. Different 

values of its parameters are tested to check the behavior of the error signal between the outputs of discrete FIR 

system and the LMS block. Experiments are performed and output signal are analyzed for different values of 

filter lengths, different step size (H.C. Huang, 2012) and for different sampling time, figure 13 is the output 

error signal for filter length 16 and 32. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13: Output Error Signal at various filter length. 

 
Fig. 14:  Output Error Signal at various step size. 

 

 
 

Fig. 15: Output Error Signal at various sampling time. 
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 The output error signal has been observed for various step sizes. Some sample simulations are presented in 

figures 14 for step size 0.01, 0.015 and 0.016. 

 Similarly, figure 15 presents the output error signal simulations for sampling time of 8K, 8.8K, and 10K  

From these simulation results, it can be observed that voice - noise input model produces most optimum  results 

at parameters, filter length = 32, step size = 0.015 and sampling time is 10k. 

 

3.3 Varying the parameters of Voice- Echo input model: 

 Like voice and noise input module experiments is performed for Voice and Echo input by changing the 

LMS algorithm parameters. The output signal for filter lengths 32 and 64 are shown in figure21 and 22, outputs 

for different step sizes are shown in figures 23 to 25 and error signals for different sampling  times can be seen 

in figures 26 to 28. The best results for voice and echo input model are find for filter length = 32, step size = 

0.05 and sampling time is 8.8k. 

 
 

Fig. 16:  Output Error Signal at various filter length. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 17:  Output Error Signal at various Step Sizes. 
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Fig. 18:  Output Error Signal at various Sampling time. 

 

3.4 Varying the parameters of Echo-Voice-Noise input model: 

 The third model for LMS is of voice and noise; we put different values and check the error signal between 

the outputs of discrete FIR system and the LMS block same as previous described manner. Different outputs 

error signal for different filter lengths, step sizes and sampling time are shown in figures from 29 to 36. For 

voice, echo and noise input model the best results were achieved when set filter length = 32, step size = 0.025 

and sampling time is 8.8k. 

 

 
Fig. 19: Output Error Signal at various filter length. 
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Fig. 20: Output Error Signal at various Step Sizes. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 21:  Output Error Signal at various Sampling time. 
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3. Conclusions: 

 It has been observed that for designing of environmental friendly echo-canceller if different parameters are 

applied to all attributes, classification accuracy yields best results. The proposed method is tested with 

differently correlated input data sets such as voice-noise, voice-echo and voice-echo-noise datasets, showing 

effectiveness of the system in controlled simulation environment. Meanwhile, collected results may be assessed 

and perhaps managed to generate a generic echo-canceller that can work with various noise and echo levels in 

order to create a database that may lead to development of novel environmental friendly echo-noise canceller. 
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